
Order Individual Reeds

Spare Part Orders

Individual Reeds

How to order individual reeds for Hohner

Harmonicas

Identify the model

Illus: RO-01

The model can be identified through the information on the back

label of the case.

With older models, the only guide is the designation on the cover

plates.

Identify the key

Illus: RO-02

The key is designated on the case or is embossed on the top

cover plate.

Identify the mensur version

Illus: RO-03

For HOHNER Chromatic harmonicas only:

Starting in 2005, the mensur dimensions for chromatic

instruments have gradually been changed.

The new version has an "X" next to the numerical

stamp on the reed plates. If there is no "X" or no

numerical stamp then you are dealing with the old mensur

version.

Identify upper or lower reed plate



Illus: RO-04

Reed plates always come in pairs.

Though a particular key can of course be ascribed to the pair as a

whole, to avoid confusion the individual plates should not be

differentiated by key (e.g. C/C#), but by their position of

installation: upper or lower.

For Diatonic reedplates only:

The upper plate is the blow plate, the lower one is the draw

plate, while Chromatic plates have a blow (inside) and draw

(outside) section on every plate.

Identify the installation position

of the reed

Illus: RO-04

There are two possibilities here:

The reed is mounted on the outside (draw reeds)

The reed is mounted on the inside (blow reeds)

 

Reeds mounted outside are accessible without removing the reed

plates, whereas the reeds mounted inside facing the comb can

only be reached after the reed plates have been removed.

Exactly this arrangement as shown in Illus: RO-04 can be found in our cutaway diagrams as used in the ordering section of

the CSHOP.

The one below is from a HOHNER Chromonica 48 in C.

12-Hole Chromatic Harmonica Standard Solo Tuning C

upper/outside D4 F4 A4 B4 D5 F5 A5 B5 D6 F6 A6 D7

upper/inside C4 E4 G4 C5 C5 E5 G5 C6 C6 E6 G6 Db_C#7

Hole 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

lower/inside Db_C#4 F4 Ab_G#4 Db_C#5 Db_C#5 F5 Ab_G#5 Db_C#6 Db_C#6 F6 Ab_G#6 C7

lower/outside Eb_D#4 Gb_F#4 Bb_A#4 C5 Eb_D#5 Gb_F#5 Bb_A#5 C6 Eb_D#6 Gb_F#6 Bb_A#6 B6

A4=a'=443Hz, Straight Order Reed Layout, New Version

 A4 = 440 Hz
Note designation in international

notation

 a' = 440 Hz Note designation in German notation

Hole numbers



Please note:

Any hole numbers stamped on the cover are

irrelevant here.

The first (lowest) channel is ALWAYS counted as number 1.

Step 1 Ordering individual spare reeds

Lets assume that you want to order single spare reeds for your

HOHNER Chromonica 48 in the key of C.

You have identified your reed layout version as "NEW", because

there was a data stamp and an X-mark on your plate.

 

Go to the »HOHNER-CSHOP and choose the Category

"Harmonica"

Then click on Sub-Category "Chromatic models".......

...Standard Series



then Chromonica 270_48......

...and you reach the spare part section of the Hohner Chromonica

48.

 

Go to the article "Reed Set" and look for more detailed

information by clicking on the capital or the 'more info'-link.

Step 2 Choosing the key and layout version

At the bottom of the window that opens next, you can first choose your desired tuning.

Inyour case this was the key of C and 'new'. In order to reach the single reed ordering diagram, click the 'more info' section

as marked with the red arrow.



 

After opening the more info section of your desired variant, the cutaway diagram of your harmonica becomes visible.

The notes you se are in exactly that order as the reeds are mounted on the reedplates.

Now detect the reed you need to replace by clicking on the appropriate letters inside the diagram........



 

....... and the choosen notes are immediately put into the shop basket.

 



Now proceed with your order as you would do with any other product you order in the CSHOP.

You're done!
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